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Programme
Arrival Of Guests & Registration - Cocktail Reception / Pre-event Activities / Viewing of Exhibits 

Guests To Be Seated

Arrival Of Guest of Honour: Professor Wong Yew Wah, Director & Regional Chair

Opening Performance

Welcome Address by Ms. Swen Tan, Chair Lady of 35th Annual Dinner Committee

Dinner Commences

Address by Guest Of Honour, Professor Wong Yew Wah, Past Director & Regional Chair

Address by Mr Liew Kwong Chin, Outgoing President, ASHRAE Singapore Chapter

Address by Er Ho Kok Ann, Patrick, Incoming President, ASHRAE Singapore Chapter

Lucky Draw Segment I

Introduction Of Incoming Board of Governors (2017 – 2018)

Research Promotion Fund Collection

Happy Fei Fei Special Performance

Mass Game l

Lucky Draw Segment II

Mass Game ll  

Grand Draw

End Of Programme 

6:00 pm  

7:30 pm  

7:45 pm  

7:50 pm

7:55 pm  

8:00 pm

8:10 pm

8:15 pm

8:20 pm  

8:25 pm  

8:30 pm  

8:45 pm    

9:00 pm  

9:30 pm  

9:45 pm

9:50 pm

10:05 pm

10:15 pm  

   Annual Dinner
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Dear Singapore Chapter members,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the 35th Annual Dinner of the 
Singapore Chapter. 

Extending our Community is my presidential theme for this upcoming Society 
year. Extend is one of the goals established in our Strategic Plan. Over the next 
12 months, I am excited to focus this theme on three directives: extend our global 
community; extend our technological horizons; and extend our value to members. 

Extending our global community will acknowledge our interconnectedness 
worldwide and embrace our shared needs and objectives. The technical 
guidance we produce for all members – including members here in Singapore – 
is made stronger by global diversity. 

We will also extend our technological horizons and focus on building performance 
beyond traditional commercial buildings. Extending our technological tools 
and knowledge to address needs in residential buildings and in developing 
economies empowers our Society to have a greater global impact. The world 
of prescriptive- and performance-based standards for the building industry is 
changing. ASHRAE members are best served by standards that reflect regional 
weather and construction practices but are otherwise harmonized. That is why 
we will work with other standards-developing organizations to map a course 
through this changing environment.

It is extremely important that our efforts increase ASHRAE’s value to members 
throughout the world. Innovation must flow in all directions across continental 
boundaries if the Society is going to achieve its mission of advancing the arts 
and science of HVAC&R to serve humanity and create a more sustainable world. 

I grew up without a chapter. Until I came onto ASHRAE’s Board of Directors, I was 
only active at the Society level on the technical side. This is not unusual. Many of 
our members are only active on one side – either the technical side, mainly at the 
Society level, or the grassroots side at the local chapter level. However, one side 
cannot live without the other. We will work to extend our global connections and 
more strongly link our members worldwide. Doing so will strengthen our Society’s 
knowledge base, community reach and ability to shape a more sustainable world. 

This will be an exciting year for ASHRAE. It will be challenging, but it is important 
that we have fun with what we are doing along the way. Without fun, we would 
not have so many volunteers or members like those of the Singapore Chapter 
contributing to ASHRAE. The tremendous amount of volunteer work that occurs 
within ASHRAE is unique compared to other societies. The time ASHRAE 
volunteers dedicate to the Society is unprecedented. Our Society’s work would 
not be possible without your support. Thank you for all you are doing for ASHRAE 
and the Singapore Chapter. Your dedication to furthering our Society and industry 
is what has always made and will continue to make ASHRAE great. 

Sincerely,

Bjarne W. Olesen
Ph.D., Fellow ASHRAE, Life Member
2017-2018 ASHRAE President

Message from the

PRESIDENT ASHRAE Society
COMPANY  

HEALTHCARE  

IN A BOX.
The air in your work place is probably not as healthy as you think. It is full of  bacteria, 

viruses, dust and other harmful particles and gases. These pollutants come from the 

outside as well as are generated from inside your premises – and they cause headaches, 

allergic reactions, respiratory problems and the spreading of diseases etc. This is of 

course bad for the well-being of your employees and for your company’s productivity. 

Our new CITY M air purifier complements your ventilation system by cleaning the air of 

harmful particles and gases – contributing to a healthier, happier and more productive 

work environment. 

Read more about the new CITY M air purifier at camfil.com

CLEAN A IR  SOLUT IONS

Camf i l  S i ngapore  P te  L td  -  8  Ka l l ang  Ave  Ape r i a  Tower  1  #12 -06/07  S i ngapore  339509 Te l :  64600450
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Congratulations to ASHRAE Singapore Chapter on this occasion 
of the 35th anniversary celebrations.Within this span of time, 
the ASHRAE chapter has grown and developed from strength 
to strength.  From the days when it was just a gathering of like-
minded members in ASHRAE, next being chartered as a chapter, 
then down the road being part of a loose grouping with other 
chapters in the region and then finally a full Region in ASHRAE, 
Inc.

Underlying this development is the community of ASHRAE, lend-
ing it guiding hand in many ways.  In technical terms, I can 
remember how we members used to look to the Standards, 
guidelines and handbooks for guidance in our practice.  Then our 
members were helping to draft our own codes and establishing 
standards for our own use, and soon participate in similar 
activities at Society level in areas of energy efficiency, indoor air 
quality, and so others.  Our work here in standards, design and 
research get recognition as valuable contribution to ACMV in the 
tropical region.

Hand in hand with our fellow members in academia, we further 
our research thus feeding into the knowledge pool in this 
science and art of ACMV.  This can be attributed to the good 
mix of member practitioners, in academia, and in government, 
posing the challenges, providing the solution and the necessary 
funding, respectively.   Membership in ASHRAE help open doors 
to contacts in research in other countries, ASHRAE sponsorship 
of lectures by visiting experts contribute to this sharing.

And finally, we have learnt from our participation in chapter and 
Society level to develop ourselves in through all manners of 
technical and grassroots activities for the benefits of members 
as well as the general public, all done with the idea of fun in the 
whole process of learning and contributing that is the ASHRAE 
way.

I am confident that the Chapter will continue to grow in many 
more years and there will be many more years of fun. So I bid all 
present an enjoyable evening of fun and camaraderie.

Wong Yew Wah
Fellow ASHRAE

Inefficient fans with belt drive  
and external control electronics.

Highly efficient Fangrid  
with GreenTech EC fans.

ebm-papst develops highly efficient fans for building air-conditioning systems. They benefit  

not only new buildings, but also existing systems because retrofits pay for themselves  

very quickly. We would be delighted to meet you and explain how we can make Singapore  

and Southeast Asia a little greener together: salesdept@sg.ebmpapst.com

210 x 207 mm · ashrae magazine · isocoated v2

Energy savings are in the air.
Retrofit your AHUs with GreenTech EC fans  
and save up to 40% of energy costs.

ebm17031_anz_ahu_210x297_ashrae_20170620.indd   1 20.06.2017   12:55:13
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Dear ASC members,

Another year past and we are grateful that you had shown 
continuous support relentlessly in all the events that we organized. 
We will continue to provide relevant topics on upcoming seminars, 
both by Distinguisher Lecturers of ASHRAE and industrial Guru to 
share their knowledge with our members to create a sustainable 
world. I am also glad to announce that we achieved a remarkable 
increase in student memberships as well as ASC members last 
year. ASC and students’ membership increases to 50 and 152 
respectively. Both have an increased in approximately 20% in 
membership.

We would like to highlight to all ASC members that we will 
be holding the 20th CRC (Chapter Regional Conference) in 
Singapore on 25th to 26th August 2017 at the Hilton Hotel. 
This will be our second time organizing the conference and we 
sincerely hope to see all members participate in one or the other 
events during the CRC.

On behalf on ASC BOG, we hope to provide more value to our 
ASC members. Once again, we thank you for the support and 
look forward to serve you better.

Patrick Ho
ASC President 2017-2018 

Message from the

PRESIDENT ASHRAE
Singapore
Chapter



A warm welcome to you to the ASHRAE 35th Annual Dinner.

ASHRAE Singapore Chapter (ASC) is a platform for the HVAC 
community in Singapore to come together and contribute 
towards key national goals such as energy efficiency, sustainable 
development, and mitigation of climate change. I congratulate 
ASHRAE Singapore Chapter on the investiture of its new Board 
of Governors. Forging ahead, with passion, dedication, and 
commitment, I believe ASHRAE Singapore Chapter will continue 
to scale new heights to support the industry’s move towards a 
sustainable built environment.

Stakeholders, such as building developers, engineers and 
manufacturers in the HVAC industry, play very important role 
in delivering energy saving that clients demand. For instance, 
engineers must keep abreast of the latest technologies, Codes 
and Standards to stay relevant. As a manufacturer, Daikin design 
and manufacture air conditioning systems for residential to large 
commercial applications using integrated advanced technologies, 
advance controls, and environmentally acceptable refrigerants, 
achieving NEA highest energy efficiency (5 Ticks) and BCA higher 
Green Mark requirements. 

We, the organizing committee is thankful and deeply grateful 
for the generous support shown by our members, sponsors and 
donors. We dedicate the success of ASHRAE Singapore Chapter 
to all of you for the overwhelming support over the years. Last 
but not least, my appreciation for the committee members of their 
excellent contribution to make this event a great success. 

I wish you all a lovely and fabulous evening.

Sincerely,

Chair Lady, 35th Annual Dinner Organizing Committee
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TEL:	6863	1191
mktg@krugerasia.com

Exceptional	Quality					Fast	Service				Superior	Customer	Service

www.krugerfan.com

Moving
Forward

In today’s building market, there has become a requirement for a variety of

ventilation products needed to completeprojects on timeand within budget. Isn’t it

convenient to find all of your ventilation needs from one source? The ability to

utilize one company to handle your tasks makes it easier for you to “MOVE

FORWARD” to the next step of your successful project.

Ease into the next phase of your project by selecting one or many of our industry

certified fans. We can provide the basics and much more. Fast Lead Times, Quality

Products, TheBest Warranty in the industry and awonderful customer service team

ready for your call.

Make your project progression easier…let us help.

Quality					Innovation					Worldwide	Development

MEMBER

Certificate	 No	Q13951

Certified
For High

Temperature

TUV	SUD	PSB

Soler&Palau
Ventilation	Group

Message from the

CHAIR LADY 



SECRETARY REPORT 2016/2017
Dated: 11th April 2017

The 34th Annual General Meeting was held at 7.00 pm on 24th April 2016 at the Tulip room, Singapore Polytechnic 
Staff Centre, 1010 Dover Road, Singapore 139658.

At the 34th Annual General Meeting, the Hon. Secretary, Er Patrick Ho, called the meeting to order at 7.15 pm and 
invited members who were present for dinner.  There was quorum of a total of 32 members present as at 8 pm, out of 
a total of 127 eligible voting members who had paid their current dues (2015/16). The quorum was 25.2%; it met the 
minimum quorum of 25% of voting members. The President, Mr Henry Yeo, then presided over the AGM.

At the AGM, the following members were elected into office.

1. 34TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT

Er Y P Chee, was nominated as the chairman of the nominating committee.

President   
President-Elect 
Hon Secretary
Hon Treasurer
Chairman, Research
Chairman, Chapter
Technology Transfer 
Committee (CTTC)
Chairman, Membership
Promotion
Chairman, YEA
Chairman, Student
Activities Promotion
Chairman Publicity &
Publication
Chairman, GGAC
Honorary Auditors
Nominating Committee

Mr. KC Liew
Er. Patrick Ho
Ms.Florence Chan
Mr. Gadam Sivakumar
Dr. Junjing Yang
Dr. Peter Cheng
 
 
Mr. Marc Chua
 
Mr. Wang Jiang Peng
Mr. Pudupadi Balachander Rajesh
 
Mr.Muthuraman Palaniappan
 
Mr. David Edenburn
Dr. Eddie Lau, Mr. William Xie
1. Er Y P Chee
2. Mr Sunny Tan 
3. Mr GS Tan 
4. Er Albert Sin
5. Er Patrick Ho

The activities for BOG term 2016-17 is summarized as follows:

There were many meetings and events planned by the BOG.

There were 10 BOG meetings conducted throughout the year. One of them were E-meeting. (May, June, July, 
September, October, November and December 2016 and January, March and April 2017).

The 18th Super CRC in Bangkok from 30 Sep to 2 Oct 2016 was attended by 15 members from Singapore 
Chapter lead by President – KC Liew and President Elect Er.Patrick Ho. There was no students participation 
as the period crashed with the local examination term.

Full circle award achieved in Nov.2016, from contributions made by the five Office Bearers, President, President-
Elect, Treasurer, Secretary and RP Chair. Annual Installation dinner in July 2016 had raised an amount of 
S$2812.00 for the research fund higher than the previous year. It was a record high for RP fund raised at 
the MCE exhibition for an amount S$1446.00 comparing the past year.  RP-MP night raised an amount of 
S$794.10 including sponsorship from IES Engrg.

The CTTC committee chaired by Dr. Peter Cheng was a busy year with a total of 7 events organized from 
August 2016 to April 2017. Two key events, one on Environmental Modelling & Simulation for the Building 
Industry supported by Kajima and AStar as well as Seminar on Measurement of Energy Efficiency in Chilled 
Water Systems that attracted 114 and 140 participants respectively.

The membership committee chaired by Mr. Marc Chua co-organized the Chapter RP MP Night and the Lunar 
New Year celebration that had over 50 members participated for both nights.  The BCA SKYLAB technical 
tour was organized to engage members and to create an opportunity for net-working and brought closer ties 
among members.  As of 13th April 2017,there are 380 ASHRAE society members and 152 ASC members.  MP 
committee had reached out to HVACR professionals and society members to invite them to be ASC members 
by participating in 2016 MCE/BEX exhibition, promoting MP drives during key ASC events like our Installation 
Dinner, workshops, exhibitions and seminars. The Publicity & Publication committee was chaired by Mr. 
Muthuraman Palaniappan. Three newsletters were issued, one in August 2016, one in January and another in 
April 2017.

YEA chaired by Mr. Wang Jiangpeng together with SA Chair Mr Rajesh have had added one new student 
branch at Singapore Polytechnic currently with 15 members pending for approval. Sponsorship from the 
universities and polytechnics to deserving students was also achieved and active participation of students’ 
members in seminars organized by the chapter and society. NUS students’ team is planning to represent in 
the ASHRAE Design competition for this year and briefing on the competition with the expected deliverables 
was done to the interested students. Sponsorship of $1000 was received from EBM-Papst SEA to support 
the student members’ activities.  Upcoming events confirmed include webcast at NUS in May 2017 and Air-
conditioning ducting design workshop to be organized as well.  Other activities initiated was to promote student 
memberships to NUS Building Masters students, Temasek Poly engineering students, ITE high tea discussion 
with lecturers and program director to encourage participation in ASHRAE Students member activities and be 
part of ASC. 
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Electronics Communication (EC) chaired by Mr. WangJiangpeng and advisor Mr. David Lau, members 
Mr. Rajesh and Mr. Marc Chua had resolved the header CSS coding issues over a 9 hours debugging on 
9 Sep 2016 and the LOGO was assigned a link to direct visitors back to ASC homepage from any page 
of the entire website http://ashrae.org.sg.  The committee had maintained Facebook pages actively to 
broadcast events and sharing photos.  Currently the committee is working on new section for accessing 
chapter operation manuals.

GGAC chaired by Mr. David Edenburn had pursued three initiatives;
 1. LTA adoption of ASHRAE standard on Ventilation in Subway Tunnels and Stations.  ASHRAE
                SPC 217 OF TC 5.9 is developing a new standard for normal(non-emergency) ventilation
                of subway tunnels and stations. This draft standard is attempting ANSI certification, planned to         
                release in 2019.
 2. Adoption by BCA of ASHRAE standard 90.4 for Green Mark for Data Centers.
 3. Adoption of ASHRAE standards and guidelines for existing buildings. BCA expressed interest  
                specifically energy audit and commissioning. D. Eenburn will continue to provide BCA with 
                information on these programs.

Currently, 16 ASHRAE Standards or guidelines adopted or referenced in five Singapore standards. A web 
page has been created on the ASC website for GGAC and are links to relevant government regulations 
relevant to HVAC.  Improvement plan in progress to expand list of regulation links such as those posted 
by WTO that may be of interest to the members and will be loaded into ASC hard drive for inclusion in the 
website.  Also, listing of Region XIII Chapter GGAC chairs for reference by members operating in other 
countries.

An applause to Mr. Sunny Tan (Member of Nominating committee) for being awarded the “Distinguished 
Fifty-Year Member Award”.

ASHRAE Singapore Chapter ’s 34th Annual Installation Dinner was held at Orchard Hotel Singapore 
15th July 2016 from 6.00 pm to11.00 pm. The theme of the event was “ADAPT TODAY TO SHAPE 
TOMORROW” with a total of 600 participants for the dinner. Exhibitions by various companies 
started about 5.00 pm.  The installation night aim to provide members and all their business partners 
a golden opportunity to establish, expand and broaden their marketing contacts and networks.

Mr.Chia Ngiang Hong, President, Singapore Green Building Council (SGBC) was the Guest of 
Honor who has had graced the  event.  While sumptuous dinner was being served and the DJ for 
the night was none other than the flying Dutchman, Mr.  Mark Van Cuylenburg. Fun-filled games 
provided much entertainment filled the night to the delight of the audiences. Plenty of attractive 
prizes were given to lucky winners, thanks to overwhelming and generous response from the 
sponsors. It was an enjoyable evening.

Region XIII Super CRC meeting was held successfully in Bangkok , Thailand between 30th Sep. to 2nd Oct, 2016.  In 
total  551 delegates attended of which 40 members from the Society, and 15 from ASC lead by President KC Liew and 
President Elect Jr Patrick Ho including Past President Henry Yeo joined by other ASC members for a game of golf.

The conference was not attended by students as the date crashed with examinations period in Singapore. A total of 116 
students who attended are from the ASHRAE Region XIII’s Chapters Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Taiwan. 

Our Chapter continues to enhance better understanding and working relationship with Malaysia Chapter. The 26th 
Bilateral meeting was held 12th November 2016, at Cameron Highlands in Malaysia.

12 participants in total (6 from Singapore Ch apter and 6 from Malaysia Chapter) attended the meeting  hosted 
by the Singapore Chapter.  At the Bilateral meeting, members agreed that we should continue with the bilateral 
meeting arrangement that was established some 28 years ago as it is a good platform for both chapters to 
collaborate and network with each other and share information on the industry and support each other’s 
program.  It was agreed that the bilateral MOU would be reviewed and renewed every year. There was also 
a discussion on how to benefits both chapters’ members when anyone from the other country attended cross 
boundary seminars. The meeting ended with a formal Chinese dinner organised by the Singapore hosts.

The Chapter had a reasonably busy and fruitful year in organising many activities, such as Technical Talks, Workshops, 
Membership Promotion Events and Student Activities. We hope to increase the awareness of the Chapter’s 
contributions and relevance in the local and regional industries. We will continue to promote the advancement 
and interaction networking among the members and local authorities. We would like to take this opportunity to 
express our gratitude and thank all who have contributed to a successful year for the ASHRAE Singapore Chapter.

Florence Chan   
Honorary Secretary, 2016-2017
11th April 2017 2. ANNUAL INSTALLATION DINNER

3. THE 18TH SUPER COMBINED CRC R-XIII IN BANGKOK, 2016.

4. ACTIVITIES WITH ASHRAE MALAYSIA CHAPTER

5. CONCLUSION
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CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER COMMITTEE (CTTC)

SPEAKER TYPE ATTENDANCEDATE EVENT TITLE

Mr. Don Brandtz
Er. YP Chee

ALI Course 351 24 - 26/8/2016 ASHRAE HVAC Design: Level 1 - Essentials

Mr. KY Yow Event at MCE 702 9/9/2016 ASHRAE GreenGuide ‐ Design, Construction
 & Operation of Sustainable Buildings

Support event by 
Kajima & AStar

1143 20/9/2016 Environmental Modelling & Simulation
for the Building Industry

Victor Tan
Francis Tay

Prof Cai Wenjian
David Edenburn

David Southworth

Joint event 1404 15/11/2016 Seminar on Measurement of Energy
 Efficiency in Chilled Water Systems

Dr. Kishor Khankari DL 745 27/2/2017 ASHRAE DL Seminar on 
"Airflow Management for Data Centers 

and Healthcare Facilities"

 Dr. Thomas M. Lawrence DL 356 9/3/2017 ASHRAE DL Seminar on "High Performance 
Building Design and the Coming Age 
of a Smart Grid and Smart Buildings"

Dr. Andrey Livchak DL TBA7 19/4/2017 ASHRAE DL Seminar on "Active and Passive 
Beams and Energy Efficient Solutions for 

Commercial Kitchen Ventilation"

 Mr. Daniel H. Nall  DL TBA8 17/5/2017 ASHRAE DL Seminar on "ASHRAE Advanced 
Energy Design Guide and Underfloor 

Air Distribution Systems"

Dr. Peter Cheng

Dr. Yuichi Takemasa

Dr. Yang Junjing

Dr. Poh Hee Joo

Dr. George Xu

Mr. GS Tan

Chairman

Sub-Chair

Member

Member

Member

Member

MEMBERSHIP PROMOTION COMMITTEE

13-04-17
ASC Paid Members Member Status

Active

57

134

204

42

380

8

2

7

17

142

206

49

397

95

57

95

152 152

Grace

Member Status

Active Grace

Member Type

Associate

Member

Student

Grand Total

Grand Total

Grand Total

ASHRAE Members in Singapore

Member Type

Assosciate

Member

Student

Grand Total

NOTE: 
29 Life/Fellow Life/ Retired members, 4 are paying Society and Chapter Fees. 
25 are not paying Chapter fees

On 17th Feb’16 members night was arranged in conjunction with Chinese New year and a seminar organized by MP  “Com-
paring Fan and Motor Technologies available for Air Handling Units (AHU’s) sponsored by EBM Papst”.  There was Lo Hei 
Dinner and also Lion Dance by Singapore Polytechnic students to mark the start of “Year of Monkey”. It was attended by 
almost 80 members and non- members. 

Objectives of MP were to engage students, young engineers and professionals from HVACR industries and offer them 
value added benefits to be Society and ASC members.

Membership figures as of 13/4/2017
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RESEARCH PROMOTION COMMITTEE

Annual installation dinner in July 2016. S$2,812.00

US $ 500

S$1446.00

S$794.1

Upcoming event

1

EVENTS/NO DATE FUNDS RAISED

2

4

5

3

15/8/2016

15/11/2016

Apr/2016

8/2/2016

18/4/2016

Full Circle

RP GOLF EVENT

MCE 2016 exhibition book selling (RP requested 
old ASHRAE Handbooks and Journal 

donation from ASC members)

Together with MP, we orgainized a Chinese new year 
event RP-MP night. Sponsored by 

IES Engineering pte ltd

• The RP 2016/2017 target is USD 8,833.

During 30th Sep – 2nd Oct 2016, RP chair attended CRC in Bangkok, Thailand

With potential donation from members and the upcoming golf event, together with the donation received from the 
above mentioned events, we are positive to achieve the RP goal of 2016-2017.

Dr Junjing Yang

Mr Leong Cheng Wee

Mr Wang Jiang Peng

Mr Pudupadi Rajesh

Mr Srimannarayana NCVK

Chairman

Sub-Chair

Member

Member

Member

STUDENT ACTIVITES (SA) COMMITTEE
The SA Committee comprises of the following members:

Below are the Active Student Branches with the student branch advisors:

Mr Pudupadi  Balachander Rajesh

Mr Prashant Anand

Mr JP Wang

Chairman

Member

Member

Dr. Chandra Sekhar

Ms Kris Tan

Mr Mitesh Kumar

National University
 of Singapore (NUS)

Temasek Polytechnic
(TP)

ITE College East
(ITE CE)

The table below provide an outline of the completed activities that was organised or participated by ASC student members.

To promote student activities and awareness, the student activities committee considered the involvement 
of lectures and program directors of each active student branch pivotal. Efforts were made to have SBA 
from the lecturers in each branch so that there would be a better communication within the societies. 
Student outreach was conducted in coordination with the program heads at the different schools to improve 
student involvement. 

The students activities committee also felt involvement of sponsors would be beneficial for the students. It 
started to connect with industrial partners and EBM Papst SEA pte ltd agreed to support 50 new student 
members for ASHRAE ASC. They are already having discussions with the lecturers at the 4 existing and 1 
upcoming student branch to see how the nomination of new students could be done.

SA committee has an interesting list of technical tours for students during the CRC 2017 in Singapore. Eco 
Campus tours to ERIAN at NTU, BCA Skylab and Gallery, District Cooling System visit and fun tours like 
visiting the sustainable Gardens by the Bay are in the discussion to be included. The expected student 
strength for this event is between 150 – 200 student members across various regional chapters under 
Region XIII.

9 - 11 
Sep 2016 

Sep 30th – Oct 
2nd 2016 

3 Oct 2016

Student members Ajith and Karthik from NUS raised RP funds by selling ASHRAE handbooks. Meanwhile, 
they shared ASHRAE membership information to the booth’s visitors as well.
 
Attended Student Activities Training organized during the CRC. Got insightful updates from the different SA 
chairs around the world and the practices they carry out to improve student memberships and activities. 

Volunteering at IGBC 
Bex Asia 2016

ASHRAE Region XIII 
CRC 2016 in Bangkok.

SA Chair, Rajesh Balachander was invited to NUS to present on ASHRAE student memberships to their 
Building master students. Dr Sekhar and NUS ASHRAE President Prashant helped organize this event 
for 2 department of students. 

27 Oct 2016 SA Chair, Rajesh Balachander was invited to Temasek Polytechnic to present on ASHRAE student 
memberships to their engineering students. Mr Aubrey and Student President Gerrad helped organize 
this event for 2 batches of students. 

18 Nov 2016 BCA Skylab – Technical Tour Students and ASC members attended the BCA Skylab Technical tour. The BCA SkyLab is a state-of-the
-art rotatable test facility pivotal to developing innovative energy efficient building technologies. 

23 Nov 2016 SP Student BranchInitial Discussion
with Department of MAE

Met the students and the profressors from the department of MAE. Met Dr Loh, Mr Jingming, Mr Kim and 
briefed on how ASHRAE is useful for their students. They were very positive and finally the student 
branch submission was done in March 2017. 

10 Feb 2017 INSEAD Business School – 
Technical Tour

Students and ASC members attended INSEAD educational campus green tour which was very holistic in 
highlighting building level sustainability and efficient chiller plant operation. 

28 Feb 2017 High Tea discussion with ITE
Lecturer and Program Director

Rajesh Balachander (SA Chair) had a tea discussion with Mr Zulfiki and Mr Harry from ITE college East 
to discuss on how ASHRAE would benefit by having an SBA from their side and also further see how ITE 
students can participate in the CRC 2017. We also discussed on possible sponsorship for student membership.  

21 Mar 2017 High Tea discussion with 
Temasek Lecturer

11 April 2017 SP Student Branch 
Application Submission.

Rajesh Balachander (SA Chair) had a tea discussion with Ms Shruti from Temasek Polytechnic to discuss 
on how ASHRAE would benefit by having her as the future  SBA from. It was a very fruitful discussion on 
different topics like student internships and projects with how ASHRAE could help students get exposure 
through local competitions etc. It was encouraging to see such positive suggestions from their side. 

15 Student members and 1 SBA from Singapore Polytechnic was formally registered and welcomed to the 
ASHRAE Singapore Chapter family.
  

1

# DATE EVENT DETAILS

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Promote student memberships to  
NUS Building Masters Students

Promote student memberships 
to TP engineering students
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YOUNG ENGINEERS IN AHSRAE (YEA) COMMITTEE
The YEA Committee comprises of the following members:

The tables below provide an outline of the completed activities with the involvement of YEA members.

3 Oct 2016 

10 Feb 2017 

28 Feb 2017 

YEA chair JP Wang and SA Chair, Rajesh Balachander was 
invited to NUS to present on ASHRAE student memberships 
to their Building master students. Dr Sekhar and NUS 
ASHRAE President Prashant helped organize this event for 
2 department of students.

YEA, Students and ASC members attended INSEAD 
educational campus green tour which was very holistic in 
highlighting building level sustainability and efficient chiller 
plant operation.

Promote student 
memberships to 

NUS Building 
Masters Students

High Tea discussion 
with Index Cool 

Marine AGM

INSEAD Business 
School – Technical Tour

YEA chair JP Wang had a tea discussion with Mr. Kenny Lim
 for getting members in contact with marine HVAC systems. 
And finding a way to promote green awareness 
of marine industries. 

1

# DATE EVENT DETAILS

2

3

Mr JP Wang had few tele-conferences with Mr. Zhai from Alibaba Group for getting advises on CSS coding issues on 
ASC website. The header CSS coding issues had been addressed after a 9-hours debugging on 09 Sep. 2016
The LOGO was assigned a link to direct visitors back to ASC homepage from any page of the entire website http://ashrae.org.sg
We have maintained Facebook pages to broadcast activities and share events’ photos, do “like” us to receive relevant updates:
ASHRAE Singapore Chapter (ASC): https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAE.singapore.chapter 
We are currently working on new section for accessing chapter operation manuals 

ELECTRONICS COMMUNICATION (EC) COMMITTEE

Mr Wang Jiangpeng

Mr Rajesh

Ms Junjing Yang

Mr Marc Chua

Chairman

Member

Member

Member

Mr Wang Jiang Peng

Mr David Lau

Mr Rajesh

Mr Marc Chua

Chairperson

Member

Advisor

Member

1. STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
There are three initiatives being pursued:

1.1.  LTA adoption of ASHRAE standard on Ventilation in Subway Tunnels and Stations.
         ASHRAE SPC 217 of TC 5.9 is developing a new standard for normal (non-emergency) ventilation of subway    
        tunnels and stations. This draft standard is attempting ANSI certification. Therefore, the timeline for adoption
        is extended. Currently planning to release in 2019. Members of ASC (D. Edenburn & Albert Sin) may join the TC
        for development of this standard.

2. WEB PAGE
    A page has been created on the ASC website for GGAC. There are links to relevant government regulations    
    relevant to HVAC. Improvements planned:
●  Expand list of regulation links
o  There are regulations posted by the WTO that may be of interest to the members. These regulations will be loaded 
    into the ASC hard drive for inclusion in the website.
●  List of Chapter GGAC chairs in other Region XIII countries
o  The Thailand chapter GGAC chair has provided a list of GGAC chairs in other countries.
    This could be of use to members operating in other countries.

GRASSROOTS GOVERNENT ADVOCACY COMMITTEE

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1 

ASHRAE Standard 189 

ASHRAE Standard 55 

ASHRAE Standard 111 

ASHRAE Standard 15 

ASHRAE Guideline 0 

ASHRAE Guideline 14 

ASHRAE Guideline 1.1 

ASHRAE Standard 52.2 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1 

ASHRAE Standard 90.4

ASHRAE Standard 127

ASHRAE Standard 191

ASHRAE Standard 190

ASHRAE Standard 146

ASHRAE Guideline 14

ASHRAE Standard 55 

ASHRAE Standard 129 

ASHRAE Standard 146 
SS530 

SS553 

SS554 

SS564 

SS591 

SS577 

SS556 

ASHRAE EnvironmentalGuidelines 
for Datacom Equipment 

ASHRAE Standards Referenced

Current Potential

Singapore Standard

1.2.   Adoption by BCA of ASHRAE Standard 90.4 for Green Mark for Data Centers.
         ASHRAE has published a new standard for energy efficiency in data centers. WE met with BCA on 14 October 
         2016 to present this standard and recommend that BCA adopt this standard for their Green Mark for Data
         Centres standard. Currently BCA is not interested in revising their GM for DC. However, their clients may push
         for this to keep Singapore in line with international norms. We will continue to follow this issue.
1.3.   Adoption of ASHRAE Standards and Guidelines for Existing Buildings
         BCA has expressed in interest in using various ASHRAE standards for existing buildings. Specifically, energy  
         audits and commissioning. D. Edenburn will continue to provide BCA with information on these programs.
         Currently trying to arrange meetings with Toh Eng Shyan and Jacquelin Britto.
1.4.   Current BCA adoption of ASHRAE Standards

3. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 
     A list has been compiled of relevant government officials in Singapore, primarily BCA. This list
    will continue to be updated as new information becomes available. The list is currently with the
    GGAC chair but could be disseminated to ASC members if requested.

There are currently 16 ASHRAE standards or guidelines adopted or referenced in five Singapore standards:

There are six standards that could be adopted. ASC will continue to advocate for the adoption of these into Singapore.
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Figure 1. Geometry of the studied buildings (left: Building A, right: Building B).

2.2 Building retrofitting solutions

In order to have a holistic evaluation approach of different retrofitting solutions and its impact on energy 
demand of buildings, passive solutions, active solutions and one combined solutions are considered, listed 
in table 1.

Rs1. Add roof gardens
Passive solutions

Active solutions

Combined solutions

Rs2. Use solar control film

Rs3, Reduce infiltration in circulation spaces by half

Rs4. Zone cross mixing ventilation in one level (Cascade ventilation)

Rs2+ Rs3

Retrofitting Solutions

Five typical energy retrofitting solutions are selected. The first two measures, rs1 and rs 2, will have an 
improvement on the building envelope, i.e. a lower mean overall thermal transmittance (U-value), by adding 
greenery to the roof and add solar control film to the window. Although buildings wall greenery, different 
layers are available in the literature, and different solar control film is available in the market, the physical 
principle behind is similar and thus the impact on energy saving is not expected to vary too much, therefore, 
the material was selected from open studio material library as an example.  Rs3 is quite straight forward. 
The original infiltration rate in circulation spaces is 2.1 ACH according to earlier audit report. Hence in the 
rs3, the infiltration rate was set to be 1.55 ACH. Rs4 is the cascade ventilation, which means instead of 
the reliance on AHUs to supply fresh air to circulation spaces, ventilation for these areas can utilize the 
circulated air from occupied spaces. Figures 2 shows the location of the source space where the returned 
air comes from and the target space where the air can be directed for Buildings A and B, respectively.

Figure 2. The source spaces (blue) and the target space (yellow) of the cascade ventilation system (left: building A; right: building B).

EVALUATION OF PASSIVE, ACTIVE AND COMBINES 
RETROFITTING STRATEGIES FOR THE BUILDING 

ANTHROPOGENIC HEAT REDUCTION
Dr Junjing Yang

Buildings contributes to 40% energy consumption, anthropogenic heat production and the hence contribute to 
the urban heat island issue. To address the problem both passive and active strategies have to be undertaken 
for buildings. In this study, an evaluation of passive, active and combined strategies is tailored for two 40 years 
buildings, to show the high potential for the campus building retrofitting in both energy consumption reduction and 
anthropogenic heat reduction. Recommendations can be given from the results to demonstrate high potential for 
the building retrofitting and the values can contribute as a database for future urban heat island effect estimation.
Keywords: Anthropogenic heat, Energy Simulation, Building Retrofitting

Urban Heat island is a phenomenon with higher urban temperatures compared to the surrounding areas [1]. 
Although the average anthropogenic heat flux is much smaller than the summertime mid-day solar radiation, 
the waste heat as a result of anthropogenic activities would have high impact on the heat island phenomenon 
formation and magnitude. This has been documented by many experimental and modelling studies [2 -3]. 

The energy demand from building sector contributes to the anthropogenic heat amount [4]. In order to keep a 
relative comfort thermal environment at indoor, the building consume electricity and release waste heat genera 
[2]. Therefore, to have higher building energy efficiency and less building energy consumption are the two ways to 
mitigate anthropogenic heat [5]. A lot of studies have demonstrated that retrofitting is an effective way to achieve 
energy efficiency of buildings together with carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction and climate change adaptation [6,7]. 

Generally, there are two methods of calculating the amount of released anthropogenic heat into the urban 
[12-14]. The first one [15] requires measurement and the surface energy balance components, therefore 
the anthropogenic heat can be calculated with the consideration of the stored heat. The second method 
[16] will need the energy consumption data and the detail of each end user’s energy consumption, 
which will involve the information gathering of various spatial and temporal anthropogenic heat profile. 
Because of the difficulty of acquiring the knowledge of detailed spatial and temporal profiles. In the 
study presented in this paper, occupancy probabilistic method is adopted as input into the Energy Plus 
to calculate the building anthropogenic heat from different retrofitting scenarios. The results from 
this methods could be considered as a contribution to the knowledge domain of the second method.

ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

       
2.1 Study areas

Considering the sizes, occupancy levels and multi-functions, University campus can be considered as 
township level [11]. The anthropogenic heat caused by university buildings through building operations 
and occupant activities may have high impact [8]. In this study, two buildings on the campus of the 
National University of Singapore are selected as the detailed study buildings as shown in figure 1. The two 
buildings are connected together at second and third floor, consisting typical campus building functions 
such as offices, lecture rooms, laboratories, studios, and researcher rooms. 

Building A has office, labs and studios, while Building B consisting of large lecture theatres and studios. 
The geometry is shown in figure 1.

2. METHODOLOGY
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Energy Plus, a building simulation programme developed by the United States Department of Energy, was 
adopted to examine different retrofitting solutions. The outdoor climatic data, including outdoor temperature, 
relative humidity, radiation, wind direction and wind speed, are obtained from the National University 
of Singapore weather station at the Department of Geography, NUS and modified to be used as input. 
The details of the construction are listed in table 2 and the model is calibrated in previous studies [9,10]

Table 2. Details of the Two Buildings

3894.8 m2Gross floor area(m2)

Building storeys

Air-Coned spaces area(m2)

Glass door and window

Partition wall

Floor

External Wall

3

3283.02 

6 mm clear glass

3894.8 m2

3

3283.02 

6 mm clear glass

25 mm Gypsum board + Wall Insulation +25mm Gypsum board
100 mm lightweight concrete + 150 mm concrete

50 mm Gypsum + concrete +25 mm gypsum board

Building Building A Building B

Four Single and one combined retrofitting solutions have been simulated for each building. The values 
of energy demand for cooling are compared in Figure 4. A similar trend is observed for the two buildings 
as they have the similar construction materials and functions. rs 3 can lead to highest energy savings over 
all, while rs 4 shows the lowest influence on energy saving. The combined active and passive solutions 
achieve the highest savings, with the reduction slightly less than the sum of the savings from individual rs 2 
and rs 3, which means the energy saving potential of the two solutions are not fully utilized when combined.

Although the anthropogenic heat in an area depends on many factors, only anthropogenic heat from buildings are 
considered in the campus areas in this study, transportation and geographical location within the campus was not 
taken into consideration. This is because that building energy consumption is quite intense on a per area basis and 
it accounts for majority of the anthropogenic heat. While this is considered as a limitation of the study, the focussing 
point of this paper on the building anthropogenic heat generation is dominated by cooling demand in tropical climates. 

Figure 3 shows the occupancy probability distribution. The below three probabilistic situations are used as 
input of occupancy into Energy Plus, the high occupancy level will be defined as more than 75% occupancy 
number while medium-high occupancy level is in the range of 50% to 75%, low-medium occupancy level 
falls between 25% and 50% and low occupancy level is the less than 25% occupancy probabilistic situation.

Figure 3: Occupancy Probability distribution

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hence, the anthropogenic heat reduction could be calculated based on the amount of heat rejection, and 
the average daily heat rejection savings can be calculated through corresponding energy consumption and 
calculate the fraction of energy delivered/ heat rejected. The whole campus anthropogenic heat is calculated 
based on the ratio of the total cooling areas of the two buildings to the total campus building cooling areas. 

From the resul ts of  f igure 4,  the energy savings through var ious retrof i t t ing can lead to the heat 
reject ion savings as shown in Figure 5.  Showing the simi lar  t rend as energy savings, the combined 
rs2+rs3 can lead to the lowest anthropogenic heat reject ion which is fo l lowed by rs3 alone. 

Figure 4. Energy savings from different retrofitting scenarios

Figure 5. Comparison of average daily heat rejection savings for each retrofitting solutions of the three buildings
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FIRE MODELLING IN A  STECKLER ROOM WITH 
COMBUSTION AND RADIATION MODELS

Dr. George XU and Dr. POH Hee Joo 
Institute of High Performance Computing, A-STAR

1 Fusionopolis Way, #16-16 Connexis (North), Singapore 138632
xuxg@ihpc.a-star.edu.sg
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Steady-state CFD simulations of fire and smoke propagation in a Steckler room have been conducted. For 
the Steckler room fire, chemical reactant, pure Methane, is continuously supplied into a round burner of the 
diameter of 0.3m at the center of the floor. The heat release rate due to the chemical combustion is 62.9 kW. 
The Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) is adopted to model such a one-step complete combustion process. The 
P1 model is chosen to simulate the radiation effect. All the simulations have been conducted with the help 
of the generic-purpose CFD commercial software – ANSYS FLUENT.

The flow and thermal behaviors of the fire scenario in the Steckler room are addressed in the paper. 
The dependence of numerical accuracy on grid density and discretization schemes are examined and 
demonstrated. The simulations results have been validated in comparison with relevant experimental data. 
Results implies that the proposed simulation methodology can yield reasonable prediction of airflow and 
thermal behaviors for the fire scenario of concern.

There are two types of computer fire models in common use: zone models and field models. The zone model 
is a more simple representation than the field model. In a zone model, the fire compartment is divided into 
a few large sections called zones such as the plume of hot gases rising from the fire and the hot smoky gas 
layer which build up under the ceiling. Well established but empirical relationships are used for the transfer 
of heat and smoke between these zones. It is relatively cheap and fast. A field model, i.e., CFD model, 
divides the compartment into a large number of elements and calculates heat and fluid flow between each 
element and its neighbors using the fundamental equations of physics. For this reason, CFD models are 
likely to be more accurate but require more computational power. 
Usually the fire source is simply represented by a volumetric heat source. Such a simplification cannot 
properly capture the effects of distributed combustion that can play an important role in fire problems. For 
more realistic simulations, it is necessary to incorporate the influences of combustion and radiative heat 
transfer. The combustion-based model take account of fuel-air mixing process first, and then addresses 
the distributed heat release, an essential feature of fire. Pre-judgements of heat-releasing control volume 
is avoided thus admitting natural treatments for wind-blown flames and of flame extension due to under-
ventilation. In addition, predictions of chemical species yield and transport become possible to estimate the 
local toxic species concentrations and thermal behaviors of fire plumes. 
Due to the fact that large temperature differences not only occur on bound surfaces but also between two 
zones, i.e., “hot” upper layer and “cool” lower layer, radiation mode plays an unavoidable role in the process 
of heat transfer. In addition, non-symmetric species and aerosol particles (soot) existing in the field make 
the gases much more behave as participating media for radiative heat. As indicated by Hume  [1997], the 
radiative heat flux from the upper layer of hot gases is regarded as one of the hazard indices to affect human 
life, which should not be larger than 2.5 kW/m2 quoted as a threshold for human tenability. Hence, it is 
necessary to account for the radiation in the fire modeling. 
The objectives in current study are as follows:
•  To illustrate the effect of EDM combustion model and
•  To elucidate the effects of P1 model coupling with radiative parameters including wall emissivity and fluid  
   absorptivity
In this paper, the CFD efforts for room fire are briefly reviewed first. The CFD methodology employed in 
this study, including the general governing equations for relevant phenomena, typical boundary conditions 
and numerical settings, is introduced. Subsequently, numerical results of interest will be discussed. The 
concluding remarks will be provided at the end. 

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The emission of anthropogenic heat flux into the atmosphere is highly related to the high energy demand and 
consumption in the building sector of urban environment and it decreases with the decrease of energy consumption 
and more efficient energy system. In this study, a holistic retrofitting solution evaluation consisting of passive, active 
and combined solutions is discussed in detail. The results show that with the best retrofitting solutions, the campus 
anthropogenic heat reduction could be 0.15 kwh/m2 through the combined solution and 0.1 kwh/m2 through the 
single solution, which considers as very effective. Based on the results, recommendations can be given for future 
building retrofitting and the values can contribute as a database for future urban heat island effect estimation.

4. CONCLUSION
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•  Governing equations
In current investigations, steady-state Reynolds-averaged conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
energy have been solved to address the airflow and heat transfer behaviors. The standard k-e model with 
full buoyancy effects is selected to deal with turbulence effects. Eddy-dissipation Model (EDM) is employed 
to predict the chemical reaction process, in addition to species transport equations for tracing the mixing of 
both reactants and non-reactants. In this model, it is assumed that the overall rate of reaction is controlled 
by turbulence mixing, which complies with most of fires in nature, and a simple one-step complete chemical 
reaction is assumed to take place. In addition, P1 model is used to quantify the radiative effect. For the P1 
model, the RTE is a diffusive equation, which is easy to solve with little CPU demand. It works reasonably 
well for combustion applications where the optical thickness is large.  
•  Boundary conditions
A circle located on the center of the floor is chosen to represent the fire burner where a constant mass flow 
rate for pure CH4, 0.000628 kg/s, was set, corresponding to the heat release rate of 62.9kW. Pressure 
outlets are applied to all surfaces exposed to air in extension block. The gauge pressure was set to zero Pa. 
The environmental temperature, 30° C, was treated as the backflow temperature, which is consistent with 
the environmental condition in measurement. It is assumed that all walls are adiabatic and diffusive gray 
surfaces. In most models, the wall emissivity was set to 1.0.
For the sake of computational efficiency, only half of the room is simulated with symmetry condition applied 
at the central plane of the Steckler room. In addition, the computational domain is extended beyond the room 
in order to achieve more stable and accurate prediction. Figure 1 shows the computational domain in this 
study, as well as spatial mesh distribution on some selected surfaces.

The governing equations are discretized onto grids in an algebraic form using a finite volume method. 
Second-order upwind discretization scheme is used for most variables except for pressure term. Instead, 
the special scheme, called PRESTO, which is an efficient scheme for buoyancy-driven flow, is chosen to 
discretize the pressure term. The resulting algebraic equations are solved sequentially using a segregated 
solver in an iterative way. The well-known pressure-velocity coupling algorithm, SIMPLE, is used to enforce 
mass conservation and to obtain the pressure field. The algebraic multigrid (AMG) method is also employed 
to efficiently solve the pressure-correction equations.    

CFD METHODLOGY

 (a) Computational domain and boundaries                      (b) Mesh distribution on selected surfaces

                      Figure 1. Computational domain for the fire modeling in the Steckler room.

Intensive studies about the flow behaviours were carried out for the classical Steckler room with fire source 
located at the centre of the room. Parameters about grid density, radiation and turbulence models have 
been investigated. Results about static temperature along corner stack and doorway, and velocity along 
doorway and across the door are selectively presented below. Figure 2(a) depicts the locations of interest. 
The contour plot of static temperature on the central symmetrical plane is illustrated in Figure 2(b).    

Since it is found that the horizontal velocity profile across the door width is not as sensitive to the parameters 
as temperature profile, results about the temperature profiles are described below.  Altogether three sets 
of grids for the model were examined in the simulation, which are in accordance with 300k, 500k and 
800k hybrid elements, respectively. For computational efficiency, the models for grid independence study 
exclude the heat transfer about radiation. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the profiles of static temperature along 
corner stack and doorway. Comparatively, the model with medium density of grid (500k) should be used to 
accurately and efficiently capture the flow phenomena.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

        Figure 2(a) Locations of interest                                             Figure 2(b) contour of temperature on the symmetry

     
Figure 3(a) Static temperature profile along the 
corner stack with respect to various grid density

     
Figure 3(b) Static temperature profile along the 
doorway with respect to various grid density
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The P1 model is chosen to simulate the radiative heat transfer occurring in the room. Results shown in 
Figures 5(a)-(b) indicate that the predicated temperature in the hot layer is reduced by 20 degree centigrade 
or so, when the radiation is included. Without the consideration of radiation, the temperature in the hot layer 
is over estimated, while, it is under estimated in the cold layer. Besides, the maximum temperature around 
the fire core is found to be over 2000k without radiation, which is irrationally wrong. By using P1 radiation 
model together with standard ke turbulence model, the predicted temperature profiles reasonably agree with 
experimental results, though the height of “neutral layer” is underestimated. This may be due to the relatively 
coarse mesh around the “neutral layer”. To accurately capture that particular sharp interface, the mesh 
around that region should be considerably fine. This will be the next research topic in the future. Currently, 
we still stick to the model with 500k hybrid elements for the parametric studies as follows. 

     
Figure 4(b) Static temperature profile along 
the doorway 

In general, higher order of discretisation schemes should produce more accurate results. However, as shown 
in Figures 4(a)-(b) it is surprisingly found that the first-order discretisation schemes yield results as accurate 
as the second-order with relatively less computational demand, though second-order discretization schemes 
for differential terms are chosen in most simulations.

     
Figure 5(b) Static temperature profile along 
the doorway 

     
Figure 4(a) Static temperature profile along 
the corner stack

     
Figure 5(a) Static temperature profile along 
the corner stack 

From the numerical studies as described above, the following concluding remarks can be made:
•   EDM for chemical combustion can give rise to reasonable results for the fire scenario in a confined space
    alike in the Steckler room;
•   Radiation should not be neglected, for its remarkable contribution in heat transfer in emergency fire
    scenarios;
•   For P1 radiation model, flow patterns predicted are insensitive to the emissivity of walls, as bounding walls
    are adiabatic and gray. Among the three absorption coefficients under concerns, results according to
    a=0.01 relatively agree well with experimental data.
   Besides, it is aware that the problem involving chemical reaction, multiple species transport and radiation
    is very much costly in terms of computational demands. In FLUENT, for each case, at least 3000 iterations
       are needed to obtain convergent results, with the segregated solver. To achieve convergent results,relatively  
   smaller under-relaxation factors have to be applied to each model. Therefore, it will not be realistic to apply
   such a kind of methodology for practical problems with much more complicated geometry, due to higher
   computational demands and longer delivery time. 
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ASHRAE STUDENT ACTIVITIES – TECHNICAL TOUR TO BCA SKYLAB (NOV 2016)

STUDENT ACTIVITIES STUDENT ACTIVITIES

ASHRAE STUDENT ACTIVITIES – GREEN CAMPUS TOUR TO INSEAD BUSINESS SCHOOL (FEB 2016)

The BCA SkyLab is a state-of-the-art rotatable test facility pivotal to developing innovative energy efficient building 
technologies. The facility is modeled after the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s FLEXLAB.
The participants got an opportunity to understand more on the test bed. Covering a floor area of about 132 m2, the test 
facility is capable of testing a wide range of energy efficiency technologies, including ACMV (e.g. chilled beam, UFAD, 
etc.), lighting etc. It adopts a plug-and-play concept, allowing quantitative assessment.

INSEAD Business School is one of the leading Business schools in the world with state-of-the-art facilities in line 
with building sustainability, it was one of the prestigious campus selected for the IGBC Green Mark Tour in 2016 for 
its pioneering sustainability initiatives. The visit enabled participants to visualise state of art air conditioning systems, 
effective indoor air quality control and improved waste management practices. The building also housed use of innovative 
technologies like Fabric ducting and photo voltaics at the roof top for renewable energy generation.
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ASHRAE STUDENT ACTIVITIES – STUDENT OUTREACH AT POLYTECHNIC/UNIVERSITY

STUDENT ACTIVITIES RESEARCH PROMOTION ACTIVITIES
(Chinese New Year)

Chinese New Year is the time to thank all our ASC members for their support throughout the year. This year,  ASC had 
the Chinese New Year celebration on the 8th February 2017 with “Lo Hei” dinner. In conjunction with this event, Research 
Promotion (RP) & Membership Promotion (MP) night was held with the sponsorship from IES Engineering (s) Pte Ltd.

During the Research Promotion (RP) dinner night, ASC President KC Liew on behalf of ASC, wished all the members a 
Happy Lunar New Year.
Research Promotion and its funds were also introduced by Mr Leong Cheng Wee. After the dinner, a donor regconition 
was held to present the Society Coin to thank all donors for their support in the past year.
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For the lucky draw prizes, golf balls were sponsored by Daikin and table fans sponsored by Mitsubishi. Mr GS Tan 
helped as the MC, RP Chair Dr Junjing Yang picked the lucky draw numbers and ASC President Mr K C Liew presented 
the lucky draw presents during the dinner.  

RESEARCH PROMOTION ACTIVITIES
(Golf)

On 18th April 2017, Research Promotion organized a networking golf day at the Orchid Country Club (OCC). 40 people 
participated in the golf event. The event had the sponsorship from M & C Engineering for the Champion prize, Method 
Engineering pte ltd for the 1st runner up prize and Kruger Engineering pte ltd for the 2nd runner up prize.

BILATERAL MEETING

Bilateral Meeting was held on the 12th November 2016, at Cameron Hghlands

The event was organised by MASHRAE. With a total of 8 participants from ASC
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
COMMITTEE (CTTC)

ASHRAE HVAC Design Training Level 1 – Essentials

ASHRAE Singapore Chapter together with ASHRAE Learning Institute conducted a 3-days ASHRAE HVAC Design 
Level 1 course on 24 – 26 August 2016. Mr. Donald L. Brandt and ASHRAE Fellow Er. YP Chee provided attendees with 
the fundamentals and technical aspects of HVAC design in a systematic approach. A total of 35 participants attended.

Seminar on Measurement of Energy Efficiency in Chilled Water System

ASHRAE Singapore Chapter and National Metrology Center jointly organized a Seminar on Measurement of Energy
Efficiency in Chilled Water System on 15 November 2016 to promote the importance of metrology in ensuring
reliable measurement and verification of chilled water system. Distinguished speakers include Mr. Victor Tan from
National Metrology Center, Mr. Francis Tan from Building and Construction Authority, Prof. CaiWenjian from
Nanyang Technological University, Mr. David Edenburn from Commtech Asia and Mr. David  Southworth from ISOTECH.

At the Annual General Meeting, members and representatives of the ASHRAE Singapore Chapter voted for their new 
Society President and Board of Governors (BOGs). The newly-elected President and BOGs took their pledge after the 
results were announced. Congratulations to the new President and all the newly-elected BOGs, and may the Society 
soar to even greater heights under the new leadership!
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ASHRAE DL Seminars

A total of 3 ASHRAE DL Seminars were conducted.

a) Dr. Kishore Khankari on “Airflow Management for Data Centers and Healthcare Facilities” on 27 February 2017

Invited guests are seen entering the foyer, registering for the event at the reception table.

Taking group photos with guests, board members and friends for memories keepsake. Everyone was filled with broad 
smiles for the event night. 

b) Dr. Thomas Lawrence on “High Performance Building Design and the Coming Age of a Smart Grid and Smart
    Buildings” on 9 March 2017

c) Mr. Daniel Nall on “The ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide and Underfloor Air Distribution” on 17 May 2017

CHAPTER TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
COMMITTEE (CTTC)

MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER
RECEPTION

GROUP PHOTO
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MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER
Taking group photos with guests, board members and friends for memories keepsake. Everyone was filled with broad 
smiles for the event night. An exhibitor presenting his product on their latest technology.   

GROUP PHOTO EXHIBITORS
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MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER
Opening speech given by Mr Liew Kwong Chin, Chapter President. Games and lucky draws were played during that 
night, with attractive prizes won away.  

DINNER
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MEMORIES FROM 34TH INSTALLATION DINNER
PERFORMANCE AND FUND RAISING
Exciting performances with lights, puppets and jokes kept the guests entertained. Fund raising activities from 
individual tables. 

 

Cooling Solution 
To fit your specific operation 

Condensers/ 
Dry Coolers 
12-174kW 

SmartCoolTM 
& EasiCool™ 

6-233kW 

OnRakTM 
3-35kW 

Free-cooling  
Chillers 1.8MW 

AireFlowTM AHUs 
100-440kW 

InRakTM 
10-67kW 

www.optimass.com.sg 

1.  

    

Optima (DC) Solutions & Services Pte Ltd 
 
     +65 6755 0087        +65 6755 0037         enquiries@optimass.com.sg 
1 Yishun Street 23, #06-14, YS-ONE, Singapore 768441 
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REGIONAL PLANNING MEETING
IN HONG KONG
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REGIONAL PLANNING MEETING 
IN HONG KONG

Innovation + Quality

Valves, controls + systems

Dynamic Blancing Techniques

Oventrop Regional Sales Offi ce
Chong, Kok Leong
Lot B-03-3A, Block B,
IOI Boulevard,
Bandar Puchong Jaya,
47170 Puchong Telephone: +60 3 8080 2319
Selangor Darul Ehsan Mobile  +60 16 328 6319
Malaysia  E-Mail: kokleong.chong@oventrop.com

“Cocon Q”  Pressure independet Control Valve
For Maximum Energy Effi ciency with 100% Valve Authority”

“Cocon QTZ”

DN10 to DN32 – “Larger”
Flow range 30 to 4,800 L/H
• Diaphragm technology, no cartridge
• New max. differential pressure 600 kPa and static pressure PN25
• Dynamic, hydronic balancing directly set by fl ow rate ON hand wheel
• Flushing and draining facility
• 3% accuracy possible, with optional Kv Venturi measuring from factory
• Flushing bypass sets, with optional Flypass 4TZ

DN40 to DN200 – 
Flow Range 1,500 L/H 
to 190,000 L/H
• diaphragm technology, 

no cartridge
• Static pressure range of 

PN16 or PN 25
• Dynamic, hydronic balancing 

directly set by fl ow rate 
ON hand wheel

• QTR bronze screw DN40/50, 
QFC cast fl anged DN40 
to DN200, 
QCG cast grooved DN65 
to DN100

• 5% accuracy possible, 
with optional Kv Orifi ce 
measuring stations

“Cocon QTZ”

 

“Cocon QTR / QFC / QGC”

Manual Balancing Techniques 
“Hydrocontrol” DN 10-400 Double Regulating
and Commissioning Valves
“Hydromat DP” DN 15-200 Differential Pressure Control Valves

• Hydrocontrol VTR bronze threaded, 
VFC/VFN cast fl anged & VGC cast grooved

• Hydrocontrol MTR bronze threaded, 
MFC cast fl anged – Fixed orifi ce technique

• Pressure ratings of PN16 and PN25 available
• Possibility to balance with any branded water manometers
• Hydromat DTR bronze threaded & DFC cast fl anged 

proportional regulating valves (DPCV)
• Providing a constant and set able system differential pressure
• All DRV & DP valves can act as system isolation valves

Tools and Engineering Services 
OV-DMC – Water Balancing Manometer
OV-Services – Hydronic Systems Engineering and Site Services

• OV-DMC 3 Offers water 
balancing of multiple 
valve manufactures

• Quick connect with 
smartphones, tablets, 
notebooks & PC’s

• Integrated WLAN / 
LAN, networkable with 
multiple 
OV-DMC 3 sensors

• Long operating time 
and quick recharge LiFe 
battery technique

• OV-Services 
Hydronic Engineering 
& Commissioning 
Assistance 

• Pump head loss 
calculations or 
design evaluations

• Precise engineering 
design and product 
selections, with initial 
pre-setting set up and 
differential pressure 
values

• Site commissioning 
assistance and retrofi t 
evaluation services

• OV-DMC 3
balancing of multiple 
valve manufactures

• Quick connect with 
smartphones, tablets, 
notebooks & PC’s

• Integrated WLAN / 
LAN, networkable with 
multiple 
OV-DMC 3 sensors

• Long operating time 
and quick recharge LiFe 
battery technique

• OV-Services
Hydronic Engineering 
& Commissioning 
Assistance 

• Pump head loss 
calculations or 
design evaluations

• Precise engineering 
design and product 
selections, with initial 
pre-setting set up and 
differential pressure 
values

• Site commissioning 
assistance and retrofi t 
evaluation services

www.oventrop.com

Seng Choon Engineering Pte Ltd
Head Offi ce  Telephone: +65 6298 8633
32 Cavan Road  E-Mail: Jason kuah@sengchoon.com
Singapore 209858 www.sengchoon.com
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F.R.P (Counter-Flow) Round Cooling Towers 

F.R.P (Cross-Flow) Square Cooling Towers 

F.R.P (Counter-Flow) Square Cooling Towers 

F.R.P (Cross-Flow) Square Turbine Cooling Towers 

F.R.P Sectional Make-up Water Tank 

 
Singapore Office (Head Office) Myanmar Office 
 

No. 3 Gambas Crescent No. 652, Kawiponnya Street 
Nordcom One, #03-07 Myittar Nyunt, TanweTownship 
Singapore 757088 Yangon, Myanmar 
Tel: 65-6570 8748   Fax: 65-6570 8747 Tel:  09-31536562, 09-421080822 
Email: sales@spc-holdings.com Email: sales@spc-holdings.com 

 

艾比斯控股私人有限公司 

SPC HOLDINGS PTE LTD 
                                                                                                                                    (201328980N) 

COOLING TOWER MANUFACTURER 
 

● www.spc-holdings.com ● 

 

REGIONAL PLANNING MEETING
IN HONG KONG
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8298076 Ng Bee Keong 724/16 5 Yishun Industrial Street 1, 
#07-02, Singapore 768161

Innovative Polymers
Pte Ltd

bk.ng@innovativepolymers.com9819-5194

8111436 Ng Keung 486/07 20 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 
2A, AMK TechLink #03-22/23,
Singapore 567761

Airelated Services Pte 
Ltd

ngkeung@airelated.com.sg

2032488 Ng Soi Nam 660/15 259 Jalan Besar Singapore 
208934

Thermo Electrical py1046z@yahoo.com.sg

8200288 Muthuraman
Palaniappan

516/12 171 Chin Swee Road, #12-01 
San Centre,Singapore 530925

Piller Power Singapore
Pte Ltd

mpalani73@gmail.com

537705 Norman Ng
Cheng Thiam

024/82 NIL NIL norman.nct@gmail.com

8207337 Ong Ngee Yong NON
ASC

119D Kim Tian Road #29-208
Singapore 164119

NIL ong_ny@yahoo.com.sg

7971093 Patrick Ho 479/07 48 Toh Guan Road East #09-115 
Enterprise Hub Singapore 608586

Icon Engineers LLP patrick@iconengineers.com.sg

5170318 Peter Cheng 462/07 1 Kim Seng Promenade, East 
Tower, #12-01 Great World City,
Singapore 237994

Armacell Asia Pte 
Ltd

peter.cheng@armacell.com

5096121 Sivakumar Gadam 367/98 60 MacPherson Rd Siemens 
Centre Singapore 348615

Siemens Pte Ltd gadam.sivakumar@siemens.com

729351 Sunny C L Tan 004/82 60 Eng Kong Place,
Singapore 599132

Building Services
Consultants

sunnycltan@gmail.com

729135 Tan Gek Suan 008/82 37 Serenade Walk,
Singapore 575786

Tempcool Engineering
(Singapore) Pte Ltd

gstan@tempcool.com.sg

2014850 Tan Yong Hoa 071/85 Blk 212 Hougang Street 21, 
#04-337, Singapore 530212

WN Consultants Pte Ltd tyh2020@hotmail.com

8075904 Tay Kee Hock 470/07 10 Ubi Crescent #02-60/63 Ubi 
Techpark, Singapore 408564

Sauter Singapore Pte 
Ltd

taykh@sauter.com.sg

8232788 Ron Chafe 628/15 Transocean Project office C/O
SembCorp Marine 29 Tanjong 
Kling Rd. Singapore 628054

Transocean rchafe@live.ca

8303871 Vinoth Muthusamy 711/16 33 Ubi Ave 3, #07-01, Vertex 
Tower B, Singapore 408868

IGnesis Consultants Pte 
Ltd

vinoth@ignesisconsultants.com

8275884 Wang Jiangpeng 663/15 60 Admiralty Road West,
Singapore 759956

Sembcorp Marine Inte-
grated Yard Pte. Ltd.

jpwang.sg@gmail.com

8279737 Wong Mun Cheok 675/15 190 Woodlands Industrial Park 
E5, Unit #10-02, Woodlands 
Bizhub, Singapore 757516

AEMP Engineers Pte Ltd aempengr@singnet.com.sg

8142770 Yang Junjing 566/13 4 Architecture Drive, Department 
of Building, Singapore 117566

National University of
Singapore

bdgyj@nus.edu.sg

820212 Yeo Aik Teck 048/83 2 Serangoon North Avenue 5 
#08-01 Singapore 554911

GDS Engineering Pte 
Ltd

atyeo@kimgds.com.sg

3001635 Yeo Boon Ping 541/13 130 Thomson Road #06-02
Birmingham Mansions
Singapore 307682

NIL boonpingyeo@yahoo.com.sg

23

24

25

22

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42 8108399 Yuichi Takemasa 573/13 80 Marine Parade Road, #14-04
Parkway Parade,
Singapore 449269

Kajima Technical Re-
search Institute Singapore

y.takemasa@kajima.com.sg

6482 8883

9653-6227

6388-5114

9818-5983

9790-1280

9061-3117

9619-4205

9235-0728

8268-1560

9653-3460

9117-4598

6286-8242

+84 12
3521 6991

8678-6392

9008-9523

9873-9779

9159-2666

9786-1218

6253-3821

9111-8416

Society
Number Name ASC ID Contact

Number Address Company Name Email address

MEMBERS LISTINGMEMBERS LISTING

2 8263591 Aung Myo Oo 688/16 Room 202, Bldg No. A1, Shwe 
Kabar Housing, Min Da Ma 
Road, Mayangone Township, 
Yangon, Myanmar

Chatrium Hotel Royal 
Lake Yangon

aungmyooo2674@gmail.com+95-
97998817
00942102
4002

3 8263427 Carsten Ederer 630/15 9 Tai Seng Drive, #03-01 (Lobby 
B), Geo-TeleCentre,
Singapore 535227

ebm-papst SEA Pte. Ltd. Carsten.Ederer@sg.ebmpapst.com

4 2053704 Prof. Chandra
Sekhar

436/04 4 Architecture Drive 
Singapore 117566

National University of 
Singapore

bdgscs@nus.edu.sg

1 5059029 Albert Sin 240/92 51A Jalan Benaan Kapal 
Singapore 390000

Land Transport Authority Albert_SIN@lta.gov.sg

5 2027009 Chee Yan Pong 002/82 336 River Valley Road #08-01
Singapore 238366

Y P Chee & Associates ypca.sg@outlook.com

6 5027504 Chen Siew Ik 202/91 Kent Ridge PO Box 1093
Singapore 911104

Com Consultants chensiewik@yahoo.com.sg

7 8304754 Christian Eber 707/16 47 Jalan Pemimpin, #05-08, 
Halcyon 2 Singapore 577200

CE Engineering Pte Ltd enquiry@ceengineering.org

8 8117470 David L Edenburn 503/10 138 Cecil Street #10-01 Cecil 
Court Singapore 069538

Commtech Asia (S) Pte 
Ltd

davidedenburn@commtechasia.com.org

9 5094713 David Lau 390/99 10 Buroh Street #06-06 West 
Connect Building,
Singapore 627564

Kruger Engineering Pte 
Ltd

david@krugerasia.com

10 8195705 Farizan D'Avezac 
De Moran

644/15 1 Pemimpin Drive, One Pemimpin 
#08-01, Singapore 576151

Greena Concultants Pte 
Ltd

admin@greenaconsultants.com

11 8037942 Francis Lee Khoon 
Yong

438/04 61 Kaki Bukit Ave 1 #03-19
Singapore 417943

Airverclean Pte Ltd francis@airverclean.com

12 8300150 Gelle Riz Vektor C 708/16 17 Tuas Avenue 20, Singapore Rotary Engineering Ltd Gelle.RizVektor@rotaryeng.com.sg

13 8208023 George XU
Xiangguo

525/12 300 Beach Road #05-00 The
Concourse Singapore 199555

Parsons Brinckerhoff Pte 
Ltd

Xu.george@pbworld.com

14 8088781 Henry Yeo Seck 
Kan

453/06 2 Joo Koon Circle,
Singapore 629031

ACEZ Sensing Pte Ltd henrysk@singnet.com.sg

15 51218104 Ho See Boon 449/06 57 Ubi Avenue 1, Ubi Centre, 
#05-04, Singapore 408936

Ziehl-Abegg SEA Pte Ltd sbho@ziehl-abegg.com.sg

16 8302863 Ing Yong Chuan 717/16 10 Admiralty St, #01-18 North-
link Building Singapore 757692

Fujin Pte Ltd ing@fujin.com.sg

17 8257159 Leo Hindarto 637/15 80 Jalan Daud,
Singapore 419591

ENGIE Services
Singapore Pte Ltd

leo.hindarto@gmail.com.sg

18 5029946 Leong Cheng Wee 195/90 Blk 1 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A 
#01-03 Amk Tech 1 Singapore 568049

Method Engineering Pte 
Ltd

lcw@leongcw.com.sg

19 8209114 Liew Kwong Chin 519/12 22 Sin Ming Walk #03-05
Singapore 575571 

Trane Distribution Pte 
Ltd

liew.kwong.chin@trane.com

20 8067845 Matthew Ngan 507/11 NIL NIL matplngan@gmail.com

21 8294455 Marc Chua 693/16 3021 Ubi Ave 2, #01-189 
Singapore 408897

Forance Air-con & Refrig-
eration Parts Supplies

forance@singnet.com.sg

6551-3789

NIL

6298-9061

9383-4117

9740-0007

9790-9979

9152-8181

6863-1191

9138-5662
6339-3067

6881-2325

8398-6318

9639-8052

6265-1588

6748-2587

9628-0259

8299-9789

6250-2828

8218-2600

9321-5537

9825-4859
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Committee                                Name         Mobile No.                Email Address 

Chairman                    Leong Cheng Wee    +65 96615330     lcw@leongcw.com.sg

Advisors                              Liew K C    +65 82182600     liew_kwong_chin@trane.com
                                                        Patrick Ho    +65 90613117     patrick@iconengineers.com.sg

Spouse Program       Rosaline Leong    +65 96661762     ros_leong@yahoo.com.sg

Treasurer                           Albert Sin    +65 96576486     albert_sin@lta.gov.sg

Technical Seminar      Ng Eng Hong (Dr)    +65 90019833     ngenghong8@gmail.com

                                                        Chen S I    +65 97400007     chensiewik@gmail.com

Welcome &                                   Tan G S   +65 96353460      gstan@tempcool.com.sg
Hospitality                            Sunny Tan   +65 82681560      sunnycltan@gmail.com
                                                        Hoyce Ho   +65 96517500      hoyce.ho@ihg.com

Facilities Coordinator            Francis Lee   +65 96745288      francis@airverclean.com

                                                    Peter Cheng   +65 96194205      peter.cheng@armacell.com
                                                      Henry Yeo   +65 96356101      henrysk@singnet.com.sg

Exhibition Booths/               Matthew Ngan   +65 93215537      matplngan@gmail.com 
Sponsors Package                
            
Students Activities                 Rajesh   +65 83329885      rajesh.balachander@surbanajurong.com



Day 0 Thursday, 24th  August 2017 Location Package

Package

Package

Location

Location

Location

Friday, 25th  August 2017

Saturday, 26th August  2017

Sunday, 27th August, 2017

Arriving/ Registration Open
Welcome Reception Vista Room, Level 3

Vista 2 & 3, Level 3
Vista 2 & 3, Level 3
Ballroom 2, Level 3
Ballroom 1, Level 3

Ballroom 2, Level 3

Ballroom 1, Level 3
Ballroom 1, Level 3
Asean Room, Level 6

Asean Room, Level 6

Brunei Room, Level 5

Brunei Room, Level 5

Brunei Room, Level 5

Malaysia Room, Level 5

Malaysia Room, Level 5

Thailand Room, Level 5

Thailand Room, Level 5

Indonesia Room, Level 5

Indonesia Room, Level 5

Philippines Room, Level 5

Singapore Room, Level 5
Philippines room, Level 5

Vietnam Room , Level 5
Grand Ballroom, Level 3

1

1 A C
1
2 B D
2

2

2
2
4

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

6
5 E

CRC & Seminar Registration
Technical Seminar
Presidential Luncheon
Business Session No. 1
Co�ee/Tea Break
Business Session No. 1 (cont’d)

APCBE Steering Committee
Banquet Dinner

Chapter Operation & PAOE Workshop
Business Session No. 2
CRC Review Meeting

Regional Planning Meeting

Open to all members and other participants
Attended by Society O�cers, Delegates, Alternates, Chapter & Regional O�cers 
and all registered members
Attended by Delegates, Alternates and Nominating Committee members & 
alternates within Region XIII Only
Attended by Society O�cers, Regional O�cers and Host Committee Only
Performance by Students to be presented by each Chapter
Only APCBE Steering Committee

Host Chapter Luncheon & Award Presentation

Co�ee/Tea Break

Orientation/Caucus Session
(Delegates & Alternates only)

Executive/Caucus Session
(Delegates & Alternates only)
Committee Workshops
- Membership Promotion
(Centralized Training)
- Research Promotion (RP)

Committee Workshops
- Membership Promotion
(Centralized Training)
- Research Promotion (RP)
- Chapter Technology Transfer(CTT)
- Student Activities (SA)
- Refrigeration
- Electronic Communication(EC)& website

- Grassroots Government (GG)
- Young Engineers in ASHRAE(YEA)

15:00~18:00
18 30~22:00

Day 1
08:00~14:00
09:00~12:00
12:00~13:00
13:40~16:30

16:40~17:40

19:00~22:00
Day 2

08:00~09:00

07:00~10:30

09:00~10:20

10:20~10:40
10:40~12:00

10:40~12:00

12:00~13:40

13:50~14:20
14:30~16:30
16:35~17:00

Day 3
09:00~11:30

1
2

3

4
5
6



The Board of Governors of ASHRAE Singapore Chapter and the Annual Installation Dinner
Committee would like to express our sincere appreciation to the following for their generous 
contribution towards the success of this evening’s event:

Our distinguished Guest of Honor, Professor Wong Yew Wah.

Our invited guests and their spouses for taking time off to be with us.

Our advertisers and prize donors for their genrous support.

The management & staff of Alliance Graphics Pte Ltd for their outstanding effort in producing this
souvenir magazine.

The management & staff of Raffles Convention Centre for their excellent service & gift vouchers.

To all those who have in one way or another, contributed to this evening’s success.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

ADVERTISER’S DIRECTORY

Rheem Manufacturing Company 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd
8 Pandan Crescent, #02-02 Singapore 128464
Tel (For Sale): (65) 6872 1161  
Tel (Service): (65) 6872 2043  
Fax: (65) 6872 1151
E-mail: rheem@rheemmfg.com.sg  
Website: http://www.rheemmfg.com.sg

Instant 
Electric Heaters

Thermatrac 
Commercial 
Hot Water 

Systems include:- 

• Heat Pumps 
• Gas Water Heaters 

• Electric Water Heaters 
• Solar Water 

Heaters

Residential 
Electrical Storage 

Water Heaters

All types 
of Heater for :

Residential, 
Commercial, Industrial 

and Customized 
projects

The Rheem 
family of water heaters 
are made for 
everyone in the family 
– young or old, big or 
small, everyone gets to 
enjoy great shower 
whether is electric 
storage or instant 
heaters.

For a steady hot and 
strong shower.…..
Install a Rheem, Install 
a Rheem!

PRIZE & DOOR GIFT CONTRIBUTIONS

SPONSORS

Mr Ho Kok An Patrick Daikin Airconditioning (S) Pte Ltd

Camfil Singapore Pte Ltd

Fairmont Singapore

Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte Ltd 

Airverclean Pte Ltd

SPC Holdings Pte Ltd

Truwater Singapore Pte Ltd

 

Mr David Lau

Mr Liew Kwong Chin

Ms Florence Chan

Mr Palaniappan Muthuraman
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RENEWING ASHRAE ONLINE – QUICK INSTRUCTIONS

1. Login at www.ashrae.org
2.  Under Membership & Conferences, click Renew My Membership
3. Click Pay Dues Online/Renew Membership
4. Review and update contact information, Click Next
5. Review and update technical and industry information, Click Next
6. Select your membership package – ensure you select chapter dues if you participate in your chapter  
 and Society collects chapter dues for your chapter, Click Nex      
7. If you wish to make a research contribution, you may do so, Click Next
8. You may also purchase ASHRAE bestsellers, Click Next
9. Ensure your shopping cart has the items you requested in it, if yes, Click Next
10. Reconfirm your contact information, Click Continue
11. Enter payment information, Click Finish
12. You will receive a confirmation from orders@ashrae.org, and you can also Print Receipt on the final  
 page
13. If you have any trouble, contact membership@ashrae.org or 800-5-ASHRAE

JOINING ASHRAE ONLINE – QUICK INSTRUCTIONS

If you don’t already have a login with ASHRAE.org
1. From ASHRAE.org, click Join or Login in the upper right-hand corner
2. Click Need a Login?
3. Click Create a New Visitor Account
4. The system will ask for your email address, and do a quick check to ensure we don’t already have a   
 record for you.  Assuming we have no prior record, click Create an ASHRAE Account
5. Add you contact information, and Click Done
6. Click Join ASHRAE
7. Select your preferred member grade
8. Move through all pages of the application by completing each page and clicking Continue at the bottom  
 of the page
9. Once you have completed the application and entered payment information, ensure you click Finish on  
 the last page and receive an email confirmation
10. If you have any trouble, contact membership@ashrae.org or 800-5-ASHRAE

If you already have a login with ASHRAE.org
1. From ASHRAE.org, click Join or Login in the upper right-handed corner
2. Click Join Now
3. Click Joining Online is Easy
4. Enter your username (email address) and password
5. Please click on Click Here to complete the Join ASHRAE process in order to become a member
6. Select your preferred member grade
7. Move through all pages of the application by completing each page and clicking Continue at the bottom  
 of the page
8. Once you have completed the application and entered payment information, ensure you click Finish on  
 the last page and receive an email confirmation
9. If you have any trouble, contact membership@ashrae.org or 800-5-ASHRAE
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